SEPTA workers strike, U. to provide shuttles

SEPTA Strike Contingency Plan

The University is providing free bus service to and from the SEPTA strike. Call 887-7373 for info.

SEPTA shuttle service will operate every 30 minutes, Monday through Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

The University is providing free bus service to and from the SEPTA strike. Call 887-7373 for info.

8th Street Terminal
7:00 a.m. Monday 7:00 a.m. Friday
9:30 a.m. Monday 9:30 a.m. Friday
12:00 p.m. Monday 12:00 p.m. Friday
2:30 p.m. Monday 2:30 p.m. Friday
5:00 p.m. Monday 5:00 p.m. Friday
7:30 p.m. Monday 7:30 p.m. Friday

33rd Street Station
7:00 a.m. Monday 7:00 a.m. Friday
9:30 a.m. Monday 9:30 a.m. Friday
12:00 p.m. Monday 12:00 p.m. Friday
2:30 p.m. Monday 2:30 p.m. Friday
5:00 p.m. Monday 5:00 p.m. Friday
7:30 p.m. Monday 7:30 p.m. Friday

16th and Locust streets
12:00 p.m. Monday 12:00 p.m. Friday
12:00 p.m. Monday 12:00 p.m. Friday
3:00 p.m. Monday 3:00 p.m. Friday
3:00 p.m. Monday 3:00 p.m. Friday
4:00 p.m. Monday 4:00 p.m. Friday
4:00 p.m. Monday 4:00 p.m. Friday
5:00 p.m. Monday 5:00 p.m. Friday
5:00 p.m. Monday 5:00 p.m. Friday
6:00 p.m. Monday 6:00 p.m. Friday
6:00 p.m. Monday 6:00 p.m. Friday
7:00 p.m. Monday 7:00 p.m. Friday
7:00 p.m. Monday 7:00 p.m. Friday

Please see SEPTA, page 7

Unexpected Resnet breach of porn strikes students

Sarath Kaif, a doctoral candidate in engineering, examines a magnetic reader on display at yesterday's Engineering Expo as Vernon Barnett, an Engineering sophomore, looks on. Please see PAGE 6.

INSIDE

Brett Levinson

Three student leaders got to know their message across—but ended up with a slap on the wrist from irritated University officials for violating e-mail system rules.

An additional seven students are under investigation for their constitutional reform proposals. College junior and Daily Pennsylvanian editor Mike Sackin reported last week that a student professor at the University late Saturday night, taking them to their class.

But the plan backfired. According to the plan, the student professor would start urging the legislation, but the idea of a constitutional reform package of this kind had already been rejected by the students.

While no one has been fined in this case, a second man charged with racial intimidation is being investigated in this case of harassment turned himself in to the Philadelphia Police yesterday.

The university has promised students a high-level investigation, but students received more immediate: 'We were flipping around the channels, and then two women at the Civic Center last night. We were really shocked,' Bloom said. 'We looked out the window to turn on channel 24. But the plan backfired. According to the plan, the student professor would start urging the legislation, but the idea of a constitutional reform package of this kind had already been rejected by the students.

While no one has been fined in this case, a second man charged with racial intimidation is being investigated in this case of harassment turned himself in to the Philadelphia Police yesterday.

The university has promised students a high-level investigation, but students received more immediate: 'We were flipping around the channels, and then two women at the Civic Center last night. We were really shocked,' Bloom said. 'We looked out the window to turn on channel 24. But the plan backfired. According to the plan, the student professor would start urging the legislation, but the idea of a constitutional reform package of this kind had already been rejected by the students.

While no one has been fined in this case, a second man charged with racial intimidation is being investigated in this case of harassment turned himself in to the Philadelphia Police yesterday.
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While no one has been fined in this case, a second man charged with racial intimidation is being investigated in this case of harassment turned himself in to the Philadelphia Police yesterday.

The university has promised students a high-level investigation, but students received more immediate: 'We were flipping around the channels, and then two women at the Civic Center last night. We were really shocked,' Bloom said. 'We looked out the window to turn on channel 24. But the plan backfired. According to the plan, the student professor would start urging the legislation, but the idea of a constitutional reform package of this kind had already been rejected by the students.

While no one has been fined in this case, a second man charged with racial intimidation is being investigated in this case of harassment turned himself in to the Philadelphia Police yesterday.


**CAMPUS EVENTS**

**Announcements**

The Campus Events feature is listed daily by University-affiliated groups. University-affiliated events are according to space limitations. Call 215-898-8596 for details.

**Biology 101-102, Chemistry 102, Economics 140-141, Spanish 110-212.**

**MOTK**

**A FINAL FOUR is this weekend.**

**ISLAM IN America: Friend or Foe?**

**Table on the Walk all week.**

**STUDY ABROAD**

**Mass mailing leads to trouble.**

**GMAT GRE MCAT LSAT**

**Resnet wiring in HRE, HRS fails city inspection.**

**Correction**

A story in yesterday's Spring '95 Voter's Guide on the residency reform plan also listed as a 'final day' ballot that contained several inaccuracies. As always, The Daily Pennsylvanian takes pride in the accuracy and integrity of its news reporting and corrections, and we regret any inaccuracies that may have occurred. We are committed to providing the latest, most accurate information possible.

**CASA Workshop**

**STILL SEEKING EMPLOYMENT:**

**GET A NEWS TIP? CALL 699-6585 ANYTIME.**
Teaching an old school new tricks

By Andrea Ahles

Illustration by Louis Nosce

The New Bolton Center, located in Kennett Square, treats large animals such as horses, cows and sheep. Vet School Professor James Ferguson is currently researching the impact of the dairy farm on its surrounding environment at New Bolton.

"Our aim is to build integrated models that utilize information on soil, agronomy, water and feeding efficiency, so that a program can be tailored for the individual farm," he said.

Researchers have developed a low-cost, efficient feeding program that reduces protein while increasing milk production and decreasing antibiotic usage in the cow population.

The New Bolton Center is also beginning construction on a 500 cow dairy. Construction should be completed in a year, allowing Vet School students more opportunities to work with cows. In addition, the Vet School creating a new center concentrating on the research and treatment of tumors in small animals.

"It's an enormous opportunity for us to learn more about cancer in animals," said Kelly.

The Mari Lowe Center for Comparative Oncology will be the first endowed center at the Vet School with a gift of $4 million from the estate of Elizabeth Lowe. The facility will greatly improve the Vet School's ability to treat a variety of tumors in animals. A high-tech, state-of-the-art facility will allow for low-cost, high-quality radiation therapy unit and will be an integral component of the Mari Lowe Center.

The Vet School hopes to create more endowed centers in areas such as exotic sports medicine, environmental medicine and infectious diseases, according to an article in the Vet School magazine, Beltsider. The addition of the Lowe Center demonstrates the Vet School's commitment to animal health research.

The Vet School is second only to the University's Medical School in the number of scientific publications, according to Kelly.

"We believe that the educational experience of students at the Vet School is enhanced by the interdisciplinary nature of the programs," said Kelly.
The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.) Roommates tend to get a little weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard® card. Then you could use it to

buy the things you really want. And with these

College MasterValues® coupons, you’ll save up to 40%. And until you get your

own place, it’s the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough

as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.™ MasterCard

FREE Pair of Shorns ($23 Value)
Buy away with savings and our about two. Receive a FREE pair of horns ($23 value), when you pur-

chase 28 of your next catalog order and use your MasterCard® card. Call 1-800-363-0556 for a free catalog or replace an order. Mention offer #885-P-C79.

(See offer details on next page.)

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES’ GREATEST HITS ON CD
Choose either the Real album, with him from 1962 to 1966. 26 hits including: A Hard Day’s Night, Yellow Submarine, Ticket To Ride, Help! and Help O! The Blue album, 1967 to 1970, 28 hits including: Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. All You Need Is Love, Let It Be, Hey Jude. Use your MasterCard® card to get the pair of CD sets for $45.98. To order call 1-800-564-3123.

Offer ends 2/16/96. Not valid where prohibited. Taxed where applicable. See offer details on next page.

LENS EXPRESS
Save 40% Join the club...and save 40% off the 256, share your moning-
blesing, the time you see your MasterCard® card. Enter your MasterCard® card number on your prescription and receive up to 40% off single lenses and up to 15% off all categories of lenses when you order through Lens Express. For more details, call 1-800-756-LENS and receive offer #101.

(See offer details on next page.)

CAMELOT®
Save $2 OFF A CD Or Cassette
Here's music to your ears, save $2 on one CD or cassette priced 99c or more when you use your MasterCard® card. One $2 discount per coupon.

COUPON #74
Offer ends 2/16/96. Offer only valid when purchasing a regular priced CD or cassette. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Offer valid on purchases only when MasterCard® card is used. Offer #74.

THE SHARPER IMAGE®
SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is a way at America's premier specialty outlets of gift fo-

toys, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Use your MasterCard® card and save 15% on all gift items, merchandise and gifts, without limit. Take any one of our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800- 363-0556. Purchase a day, 5 days to the end of the year. You can't beat this offer.

COUPON #75
Offer ends 2/16/96. Offer only valid when purchasing a gift. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Offer valid on purchases only when MasterCard® card is used. Offer #75.
At Africa Day, speakers discuss African culture with a reception in Steinberg-Dietz

...Africa Day, organized by the Pen..."Abimbola said. "Relevance means its use in the...Africa."

African skills useful in helping al...

Africans with the Unit-...Africa, "Abimbola said.

of the modern political system, we will nev-...

in addition to the discussion pan-

As for the instability of Afric-

The Muslim leader also brought...male black messenger. But he...effect will only work if you have the...stop talking to me this way...
Unacceptable

Harassing and threatening students with a shotgun is absolutely unacceptable at the University and in society.

Students at the University are expected to behave in an appropriate, responsible manner suitable for an intelligent young adult. We find it extremely frightening that two students attending an Ivy League institution could act so recklessly. We will no accept excuse from a student at this institution.

We encourage the victims of this incident to press charges with Philadelphia Police — failing to do so will send a message that behavior is acceptable. It clearly is not.

We hope the University gives this grave incident its due attention and sends a powerful message that this type of life-threatening act is the antithesis of the community the University has tried to build. Students who wield shotguns at other students do not belong at this institution.

Student Leaders Comment on Student Government Constitution Reform

To the Editor:

As the chairperson of the Student Action Council (SAC), I have been replace to replace the individual voices of student activities and issue an opinion on the resolutions that have been proposed. However, as the balance of discussion has owned further and further against student activities on campus, it would be important for an elected student leader to speak on behalf of student activities. As an active member of the SAC Steering and Finance Committee, I feel that the management of student activities will be left in capable hands.

Let’s hear it: The Undergraduate Senate will next meet Undergraduate Assembly, with a different name. The same inflicting and privileges that has diagnosis the 1980s, these past few years will continue. Expect under the new National Charter plan, their governing body will “take over the financial affairs of SAC.”

I am fully aware that the SAC, instead of the students, will have the autonomy control over student activities as a primary reason for the SAs effectiveness rather than accepting the blame themselves. They cannot keep their order in order. Why ruin student activities as well?

Will this Senate be more responsible to the students who are equally-eligible to sit in its final decision-making body? I doubt it.

In three years in the SAC, I have always been confident that the minster, the leader and Finance made decisions that with reasonable awareness of all reasonably available material information, and in good faith, and (c) that in good faith on the recommendation of the SAC, I cannot say that the proposed Undergraduate Senate, and opinion concerning their lack of familiarity with their constituents.

Should the Senate come to power, nobody will be adequately informed to manage student activities and will result in a large amount of confusion and difference rather than the even-handed discussion making as the authors propose.

I do not stand in opposition to student government reform. In fact, I am confident that the new SAC leadership will be vigilant and actively seeking ways to prove its own management. However, I must announce my opposition to an amendment that I do not believe it can be effective.

We encourage the students to vote to approve the current constitution. Let us join forces and be patient with our new SAC and respect its constitution. While releasing the UA charter for debate, the students should not be made at the expense of other non-university organizations.

Jamil Smith

To the Editor:

As members of the Senior Class Board, we urge all students to vote against the referendum proposing reform of student government. Under the current structure, there are five organizations which operate and are chosen independently of the University's Undergraduate Education (SCUE), the Student Planning and Events Committee (SPEC), the Undergraduate Senate Committee (USC), the Student Activities Committee (SAC), and the Class Boards.

It is absolutely necessary, Contrary to popular belief, the "vote-gate acceptable behavior" need to be discussed, and is the only way for (and what their cultural origin is). The management of student activities is necessary.  Contrary to popular belief, the "vote-gate acceptable behavior" need to be discussed, and is the only way for their culture to be introduced.

The UA has repeatedly shown that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million.

The UA has repeatedly shown that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million.

The UA has repeatedly shown that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million. The current structure of the University shows that it can handle $100 million.
South Asia Society gathers to praise M. Night Shyamalan, a rising film star

BY JIM KREUTZ
The Pennsylvania Daily News

South Asia Society students gathered in High Rise North's Bolling Lounge Monday night to praise the writer/director/producer M. Night Shyamalan for his recent film Praying with Anger.

"It's sort of inspiring to see a South Asian American that's gone back to the movies to make a film about the things we want to obtain," Society President and College junior Mika Rau said.

Shyamalan, a graduate of New York University's film school and a resident of suburban Philadelphia, spoke with students for half an hour about his childhood experiences and their relationship to his current career. "The beautiful thing about the arts is that you can reach a lot of people," he said, explaining his interest in film at an early age.

Shyamalan chose to pursue a career in the movies despite his parents' encouragement to study medicine. He also passed over an acceptance to the University of Pennsylvania in order to begin his film career in New York.

"I think he's a very beautiful review," said Gandhi. Shyamalan, he added, that it was painstakingly filmed in India, where cameras and other resources are hard to obtain.

The movie received "beautiful reviews" and opened to a packed house at the Toronto Film Festival, he explained. Many of the moviegoers left the cinema "crying and sniffling," Shyamalan said.

Despite facing severe budget constraints, Praying with Anger was successfully completed, and eventually opened in a packed house at the Toronto Film Festival, he explained. "Many of the reviewers left the cinema crying and sniffling," Shyamalan said.

"There are a big thing in the movie industry," he added.

Friday night's audience was near capacity with Shyamalan himself.

U. to provide transportation

SEPTA from page 1
the shuttle.

Buses will depart from 3003 Street Station, 16th and Locust streets and 40th Street Terminal, and will drop passengers of Houston Hall. Special schedules for the shut- tle, obtained by calling 213-898-MELT.

According to a University statement, buses will leave every hour from the proposed locations, starting at about 7 a.m. and running until about 9 a.m. Transit
tion leaving the Universi- ty in the afternights will also depart from Houston Hall, beginning at about 4 p.m. 1n addition, there will be a shuttle connection between the ramp and the shuttle.

U. investigating harassment

INVESTIGATION FROM page 1
Philadelphia Police Department— and all of the duties in the South- west Division— have been very re- sponsive to concerns and causes. Kepach added that University police officers attempt to spell dis- turbances involving students before making arrests, since students are also subject to the University's ju- risdiction. "When they break the law, they are subject to the jurisdiction of the Philadelphia Police Department," he added.

In Hitler’s Shadow: Neo-Nazis in the 1990’s

With Israeli Journalist and International Investigator, Yaron Svoray

Tuesday, March 28, 7 P.M.
Bodek Lounge, HH
Reception Following

Mr. Svoray will relate his remarkable and shocking experiences while posing as a Neo-Nazi sympathizer. In this dangerous sting operation, he exposed many of Germany's extreme right-wing supporters, from violent skinheads to the secret heads of banned organizations, as well as links with American fascist groups. His book In Hitler’s Shadow, is being made into an HBO movie to be aired this spring.

Cosponsponed by The Holocaust Education Committee, Comnnanee, The Jewish Heritage Foundation, Hillel, The Greenfield Intercultural Center, The Commission on Campus Projects, and The Newman Center

FOR MORE INFO CALL HILLEL AT 898-7391

If You Lost Your Luck in the Grand Arena, LOOK HERE!

We Have Doubled! We Have Singled! We Have 3 & 4 Bedroom Rooms!

Before you sign that off-campus lease, consider living in a COLLEGE HOUSE

For information and an Application Contact: Academic Programs in Residence Suite 112 High Rise North 898–5551

Ware, Stouffer, DuBois, Van Pelt, Modern Languages
Hidden laboratory found in sect's holy building
suspect in last weeks nerve gas attack on Tokyo subways.

TUESDAY

by a severe government like network of about 20 “min-
istry of health treatment” stockpiled large amounts of
 nerve gas and have been using it in attempts to crush their insurgency.

President Clinton said today that the government was "reinventing govern-
ment" to save money and improve service.

"Taxpayers don’t have to give up any of their property away for a

compromise reached on Maryland smoking ban

President Clinton today announced that he would sign a bill that
would allow smoking in bars and restaurants.

Maryland smoking ban

WASHINGTON — President Clinton today announced a bill that would allow
smoking in bars and restaurants.

Under the law, smoking would be allowed in bars and restaurants with no
isolation from the nation's monetary policy.

Gunmen keep leader independent in Algeria

Breitling's achievement makes her the first woman to win

AIDS in "Philadelphia."

"Gump," which also took prizes for adapted
screenplay, film editing and visual effects.

Justice John Paul Stevens, the high court's senior member,
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AIDS in "Philadelphia."
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screenplay, film editing and visual effects.
Greeks blamed for racism at forum

By Nora Kamin
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Attempting to determine the roots of racial segregation on campus, many students at last Thursday's COLORS open forum pointed fingers at the Panhellenic system.

"It's a color issue," said one member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. "It's more private and intimate and a very daunting experience." And many Panhellenic minority members said they knew little about the Big C, which was initially established to promote minority culture.

"It's more prone to be an issue and at a smaller scale," Williams added. "Black people on campus. I don't even know how to put that feeling in a position. I feel like there's hundreds of the Panhellenic system. I feel like it's so easy to spot anyone who's black."

Wharton senior and Big C President Wayne Wilson said "people usually only perceive the two extremes — black and white — and forget about everything in between." And many students also described their concerns about how out of minority friends, often that they feel is one of the only places where they can interact with minorities.

"On the Walk, minorities meet in class often don't have eye contact with you," said one member of the Sigma Chi fraternity. "I feel like there are thousands of students at last Thursday's Panhellenic council meeting who are black and white, and forget about everything in between."

Wilson said, "It's so easy to spot anyone who's black."

"Wharton senior and Big C President Wayne Wilson said "people usually only perceive the two extremes — black and white — and forget about everything in between."

"It's more private and intimate and a very daunting experience."

Penn State及时呈现：

Down Beat Jazz
Artist of the Year

Josiah Redman

Tuesday, 28 March
at 8 PM
Harrison Auditorium
University of Pennsylvania
33rd and Spruce streets

Tickets $15 (Penn Students $7)

Available at:
Annenberg Box Office:
(215)898.6791
3rd St. Jazz & Rock:
(215)627.3366
Classical Choice:
(215)882.BACH

Are You Bored, Out of a Job, Roommate or housing impaired, searching for that someone special, or perhaps just in the mood to browse through Penn’s most recent garage sale items?

CHECK OUT THE DP CLASSIFIEDS!

898-1111
Undergraduate Admissions
Penn Preview Weeks are just around the corner...

Come on down to learn more about this exciting part of the admissions process.
Thousands of newly accepted students will be visiting PENN's Campus from April 10th through the 27th.

We Need your Help!
Penn Preview Prep Nights will be held on Tuesday, March 28th from 6 to 8 p.m. or Wednesday, March 29th from 7 to 9 p.m.

in the HILL LIBRARY.

PORNQ from page 1
But for now only that (the actors) were there, and they were working hard. It wouldn't have a problem with [pornography] on television, but without warning, people aren't really—it's students Penn Pam in their apartments.
But College sophomore Kristen Dunst said she felt indifferent to the preview broadcast. "I don't have to watch it if I don't want to," she said. By 8 p.m., the porn flick on channel 11 was interrupted by a broadcast "Star Trek VI: The Final Frontier," which was already in progress on the channel 11, the highest Channel.

Law professor
Wachter from page 1
said that he would probably become an attorney teaching law when he returns to the classroom full-time.
Wachter, who was hired at the University of California at Berkeley in 1986, became the director of the university's Institute for Law and Economics in 1995.
He has published more than 100 scholarly papers and book chapters, and is a member of the American Law and Economic Association and the Industrial Relations Research Association, among others.
Wachter could not be reached for comment yesterday.

PORNQ from page 1

The show's ending proved that the play was destined to be on stage in the future, and at the telephone or on the audience's reaction to the show.

If Off The Beat's performance could not be compared to "The big idea," it was just that — a group, not a person, that could carry the title of "best show of the weekend."

- Raluca Georgescu

Recycle Me.

Now that you're going to graduate school, how do you plan to pay for it?

For Graduate Students (pursuing any level of advanced degree such as law, engineering, medicine)
The CIBITAN Graduate Loan Program offers Federal Stafford Loans and our exclusive GradAssist Loan.

And, all of the CIBITAN Graduate Loans Program offers:
- one repayment plan,
- low interest rates,
- no application fees,
- no exclusive use for all graduate degrees,
- and one toll-free number to call for answers to all your questions.

For information and an application for a CIBITAN Graduate Loan, call 1-800-692-8200 and ask for Operator 256.

CITIBAN

- 223014

- 223014

- 223014

No matter what you study or where you currently work, you can count on Citibank, the nation's number one originator of student loans, to help finance your education.

For Medical Students (pursuing any degree and specialty in medicine or osteopathic medicine) The Citibank Medical Loan Program offers Federal Stafford Loans and our exclusive MedAssist Loan.

For MBA Students (pursuing any type of management degree) The Citibank MBA Loan Program offers Federal Stafford Loans and our exclusive MBAAssist Loan.

Citibank Student Loans
420-291684
Rochester, NY 14620-2942

Call 1-800-692-8200, ext. 256.

YES! I want more information on the options for Federal Stafford Loans:
- Direct Federal Stafford Loans
- CIBITAN Medical Loan
- CIBITAN MBA Loan
- Citibank GradAssist Loan
- Citibank MedAssist Loan
- Citibank MBAAssist Loan
- Citibank GradAssist Loan

Mail this coupon to:
Citibank Student Loans
420-291684
Rochester, NY 14620-2942

Or for faster service, call 1-800-692-8200, ext. 256 and ask for the Operator 256.
The weather started getting rough, the tiny ship was tossed, if not for the courage of the fearless engine that has been driving this gritty bunch forward. The Quakers finished fifth in a field of six. Simply became the one that couldn't any longer, as the Shore gunned at first. But she beat the top seed, used an array of lob throws to deep left-center and one out, Penn coach Linda Moore was pulled in the seventh inning, giving Penn the victory. Today the team will host the visitors, so they definitely have some catching up to do. With runners on second and third in the back end of the twin bill, the Quakers’ season has finally come to a close, the desire for both men, money is not the wild card. Only they know how they will fare next year. "Princeton was playing extremely well, and it gives us a good start in Ivy conference matches. They showed against Princeton if they are to maintain their perfect season has finally come to an end. They will tell you he knew it back when fans were calling for Dunphy’s head. Bagnoli left, playing higher pressure will also per- form. Dunphy will stay because he can handle injury here. He can lead a team that competes for the Ivy League title every year. He can also play the nothing competitive schedule. He can be in one of the best around the country. And he can do it in Philadelphia, in one of the most of course for both men, money is not the wild card. Only they know how they will fare next year. "Princeton was playing extremely well, and it gives us a good start in Ivy conference matches. They showed against Princeton if they are to maintain their perfect season has finally come to an end. They will tell you he knew it back when fans were calling for Dunphy’s head. Bagnoli left, playing higher pressure will also per- form. Dunphy will stay because he can handle injury here. He can lead a team that competes for the Ivy League title every year. He can also play the nothing competitive schedule. He can be in one of the best around the country. And he can do it in Philadelphia, in one of the most

Both Dunphy and Bagnoli will stick around as intense as Bagnoli. He sits in the top seed, used an array of lob throws to deep left-center and one out, Penn coach Linda Moore was pulled in the seventh inning, giving Penn the victory. Today the team will host the visitors, so they definitely have some catching up to do. With runners on second and third in the back end of the twin bill, the Quakers’ season has finally come to a close, the desire for both men, money is not the wild card. Only they know how they will fare next year. "Princeton was playing extremely well, and it gives us a good start in Ivy conference matches. They showed against Princeton if they are to maintain their perfect season has finally come to an end. They will tell you he knew it back when fans were calling for Dunphy’s head. Bagnoli left, playing higher pressure will also per- form. Dunphy will stay because he can handle injury here. He can lead a team that competes for the Ivy League title every year. He can also play the nothing competitive schedule. He can be in one of the best around the country. And he can do it in Philadelphia, in one of the most
1. Lance Rogers (UC #3)

"Hello! I am Lance Rogers and I am running for CA of Communications. It is a relatively simple position that requires objectivity, diplomacy, and the ability to mediate disputes. As CA of Communications, I aim to represent the student body's interests and concerns in decision-making processes.

2. Tsung Lu

"I am Tsung Lu and I am the head of the Undergraduate Assembly for the past two years. I have been immersed in student government and have witnessed the University's ability to adapt and change. This year, I am running again because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes. I am running to ensure that the student voice is heard and to promote changes that benefit all students.

3. Louis Juliano (UC #10)

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University has the potential to be a more democratic institution, and I am here to fight for student representation. I am running because I believe that student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I want to ensure that every student's voice is heard and that every student's interests are represented.

4. Larry Kamin (UC #8)

"I am a senior at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for UC #8. I understand the importance of the Undergraduate Assembly in representing the student body and ensuring that the student voice is heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process.

5. Jung Sun-Jin

"I am a student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

6. Christian Hensley (UC #1)

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

7. David Skarsky (UC #12)

"I am David Skarsky and I am running for UC #12. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

8. Joshua Rockoff

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

9. Meredith Hertz

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

10. Kathryn Assadi (UC #5)

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

11. Miao Oh

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

12. Jessica Wilson

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

13. Rob Faunce

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

14. Wendy Mongillo

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

15. Shannon Richardson (UC #13)

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for UC #13. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

16. Laurie Moldawer

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.

17. Eric Tienou

"I am a first-year student at the University of Pennsylvania and I am running for the Undergraduate Assembly. I believe that the University needs to be more inclusive and that the student voice needs to be heard in every decision-making process. I am running because I believe that the Undergraduate Assembly is the voice of the student body and needs to be present in every aspect of the University's decision-making processes.
18. Corey Lambert  
Hi; I'm Corey Lambert, a freshman running for Undergraduate Assembly College Representative for the Class of 1995. I've spent my past two years at the University of Pennsylvania involved in various activities, both within and outside the University. This year, I can help to do just that next year if elected. Please vote for me and I'll do my best to help bring about the changes that you feel need to be made. My phone number is 474-7263, and my e-mail address is clambert@mail.sas.upenn.edu.

19. Steve Schor  
(UC #11)  
If you vote for UC #11, I would mean helping someone who will continue to address the problems of the student body as a whole, because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

20. Meredith Peters  
I'm a senior majoring in English and environmental studies. I have been an active member of the Student Assembly throughout my college career. There is no other student group that should fund themselves or students whose members are not elected by all students should exist. I believe in student government whose members are not elected by all students should exist. I believe in student government whose members are not elected by all students should exist.

21. Avi Stieglitz  
(UC #14)  
I've had a number of friends been telling me that I should run for UA on an anti-incumbent platform. I'm not sure if the/re giving me this advice to mock my status as a political greenhorn or because my sincere interest in the student body as a whole. Because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

22. Tal Golomb  
(UC #2)  
In an effort to help this situation, I helped to establish the Penn Watch, a student-run town watch organization. By equipping the student residential areas with what is in direct contact with the police, the street can be kept safer for fellow students. Although I have found many problems that are not as serious as the major ones, which the student body is a whole, because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

23. Jimmy Kim  
My name is Jimmy Kim, I am a sophomore in the College. I want you to know that I am a political greenhorn. With that in mind, my platform will lay some of the problems of the student body, but I truly hope that people will look to the ideas I have to bring to the student body as a whole.

24. Madeleine Johnson  
(UC #5)  
Hello, I'm Madeleine Johnson, a sophomore in the College. I am a member of the Wharton School of Business and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I am a class of 1996 student and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I want students to get a voice in the running of the University as a whole.

25. Judy Hau  
I am a sophomore in the College and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I am a class of 1995 student and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I want students to get a voice in the running of the University as a whole.

26. Matthew Estrin  
I am running on an anti-incumbent platform. I'm not sure if the/re giving me this advice to mock my status as a political greenhorn or because my sincere interest in the student body as a whole. Because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

27. Alex Malek  
I am a sophomore in the College and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I am a class of 1996 student and a member of the Undergraduate Assembly. I want students to get a voice in the running of the University as a whole.

28. Matthew Breitlich  
I am running on an anti-incumbent platform. I'm not sure if the/re giving me this advice to mock my status as a political greenhorn or because my sincere interest in the student body as a whole. Because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

29. Adam Plotkin  
I am running on an anti-incumbent platform. I'm not sure if the/re giving me this advice to mock my status as a political greenhorn or because my sincere interest in the student body as a whole. Because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.

30. Lisa Aspinwall  
I am running on an anti-incumbent platform. I'm not sure if the/re giving me this advice to mock my status as a political greenhorn or because my sincere interest in the student body as a whole. Because, after all, you're the ones we're here to serve.
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40TH & SANSON

4040 SANSON RD

BEACH CITY: "ALPACA"
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Subletting 101.

Spend just $35 to sublet your place now... ...or spend all spring regretting it.

Get 3 and 1 of these... A DP Classified Ad for any three days of your choice to advertise your apartment

For just 35 of these... The DP Sublet Special Sublet Success: Results Quick & Easy

The DP Sublet Special is a package of one ad in the DP’s special Summer Sublet Guide on April 5 plus three regular classifieds, all for just $35. No hassles, no homework, and no writing assignments. And the DP does all the work for you.

Call the DP at 898-6581 or stop by our offices at 4015 Walnut Street between 9am and 5pm. Just make sure you don’t flunk — the deadline is April 3 at 3pm.

The DP Sublet Special

A 3-inch Display Ad in the DP's special April 5 pull-out Summer Sublet Guide

$35 American dollars (Visa and Mastercard accepted)

Hodgson to make decision soon

HODGSON (from BACK PAGE) expects to get $30,000 in next twelve months.

Super Sublet

Pine Street.


A 3-inch Display Ad in the DP's special April 5 pull-out Summer Sublet Guide

W. Lax eager to meet city- rival Temple

The Quakers suffered a last-minute 98-88
decision, last year's by Longhorn coach
dism.

The Daily Pennsylvanian, 4015 Walnut Street • Phone: 898-6581 • Deadline: April 3

TUESDAY, MARCH 28.

Subletting 101

9am and 5pm. Just make sure you don’t flunk — the deadline is April 3 at 3pm.

Call the DP at 898-6581 or stop by our offices at 4015 Walnut Street between 9am and 5pm. Just make sure you don’t flunk — the deadline is April 3 at 3pm.

The DP Sublet Special

Sublet Success: Results Quick & Easy

The Daily Pennsylvanian's Sublet Special is a package of one ad in the DP's special Summer Sublet Guide on April 5 plus three regular classifieds, all for just $35. No hassles, no homework, and no writing assignments. And the DP does all the work for you.

Call the DP at 898-6581 or stop by our offices at 4015 Walnut Street between 9am and 5pm. Just make sure you don’t flunk — the deadline is April 3 at 3pm.

The Quakers suffered a last-minute 98-88

You’d be reaching a student market which spends over $43 disposable income to spend, which is nearly double the national college student average. And 96% of Penn students read the Daily Pennsylvanian every weekday before morning classes to over 50 classified display, and classified advertising rates. The Daily Pennsylvanian is distributed every weekday before morning classes to over 50 locations around the Penn campus. There’s simply no better way to reach the Penn community. Advertising in The Daily Pennsylvaniaian is a great way to increase your revenue no matter what your business may be.

The Daily Pennsylvaniaian
Call for current display, classified display, and classified advertising rates.

898-6581
Back from Indiana, Rob Hodgson eyes the Quakers

By JAY WEBLAND
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Senior captain Barrie Bernstein won both her matches over Princeton Saturday at Lott Courts to lead the Quakers past the Tigers and keep the Red and Blue undefeated on the spring campaign. Penn hosts Maryland today at 2 p.m. at Lott Courts.

While accounting has been known to be a thorn in the side of many a Wharton-bound student, Barrie Bernstein has managed to find accounting and basketball opportunity.

The same day a newspaper ran a story, the Quakers rallied in consecutive games Saturday at Warren Field. With an undefeated record so far this spring, the Penn softball team rallied in consecutive games Saturday at Warren Field to sweep a doubleheader from the Rams (2-7), who are extremely young and in the midst of a transition period. The Rams have a strength, it's in their Ivy League season this weekend. The Rams have a strength, it's in their Ivy League season this weekend.
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